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SELF-IMPLICATION AND HEART RATE VARIABILITY DURING SIMULATED EXPOSURE TO FLIGHT-RELATED STIMULI XAVIER BORNASa,*, JORDI LLABRE´Sb, MIQUEL NOGUERAc, ANA Mb, LO´PEZd, FRANCESCA BARCELO´a, MIQUEL TORTELLA-FELIUb and MIQUEL A`NGEL FULLANAe a Department of Psychology, University of the Balearic Islands, Ediﬁci Guillem Cifre de Colonya. Carretera de Valldemossa km. 7.5, 07122 Palma, Mallorca, Spain; bUniversity Research Institute on Health Sciences (IUNICS), Department of Psychology, University of the Balearic Islands, Spain; cDepartment of Applied Mathematics 2, Technical University of Catalonia, Spain; d Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Seville, Seville, Spain; eDepartment of Psychiatry, Autonomous University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain



In the present study, the relationship between self-implication during simulated exposure to feared stimuli and Heart Rate Variability (HRV) was explored within the framework of the dynamical systems model of emotion regulation proposed by Thayer and Lane (Thayer, J.F., and Lane, R.D. (2000). A model of neurovisceral integration in emotion regulation and dysregulation. Journal of Affective Disorders, 61 , 201 /216.). An analogue sample of flight phobics (n /15) and a matched non-phobic control group (n /15) were presented with flight-related pictures, flight-related sounds or flight-related pictures and sounds. Significant differences on self-implication during exposure to flight-related sounds were found between low and high HRV fearful flyers, the former being more self-implied. However, the expected HRV decreases in the phobic participants exposed to feared stimuli were not found. These results emphasize the need to distinguish between high and low HRV fearful flyers in order to make a better use of the simulated exposure treatments. Keywords: Fear of ﬂying; Heart-rate variability; Self-implication; Attention regulation



Fear of flying can be successfully ameliorated by means of simulated exposure procedures like virtual reality (e.g., Mu¨hlberger, Herrmann, Widermann, Ellgring, and Pauli, 2001; Mu¨hlberger, Widermann, and Pauli, 2003) and computer-assisted treatments (e.g., Bornas, Tortella-Feliu, Llabre´s, and Fullana, 2001). In spite of the good outcomes of exposure treatments (the reported percentage of improved or recovered patients is over 80%), failures remain unexplained, and the role of attentional processes during exposure sessions is far from clear. Furthermore, the relations between attention regulation (i.e., the ability to sustain and shift attention to select meaningful information and disregard irrelevant information from the external an internal environments) and treatment outcome have not been investigated. *Corresponding author. E-mail: [email protected] ISSN 1061-5806 print: ISSN 1477-2205 online # 2004 Taylor & Francis Ltd DOI: 10.1080/10615800512331328777
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Our own research on the CAFFT (Computer Assisted Fear of Flying Treatment; Bornas, Fullana, Tortella-Feliu, Llabre´s, and Garcı´ a de la Banda, 2001; Bornas, Tortella-Feliu et al ., 2001; Bornas, Tortella-Feliu, Llabre´s, Barcelo´, Pauli, and Mu¨hlberger, 2002) suggests that the ability to experience the simulated environment as if it was real may be important for treatment outcome. Our previous treatment studies suggested an important role for patients’ self-implication during exposure. Patients who reported high levels of implication (engagement) seemed to obtain better results than those who persistently reminded the difference between the simulated and the natural environment and who did not exhibit behavioral or physiological signs of anxiety (e.g., sweating, trembling or crying). However, this information was rather anecdotal, mainly based on the comments of patients to the therapists after exposure sessions. Heart rate has been found to be positively correlated to fear-related imagery and treatment outcome in several studies conducted by Lang and his colleagues (Lang, Bradley, and Cuthbert, 1998), though self-implication was not directly measured in these studies. Most patients also said that the flight-related sounds evoked more fear than the pictures, and made more vivid the exposure sequences of the CAFFT. Sounds and pictures were presented together (as they are during the CAFFT) but also separately in order to contrast these anecdotical reports in the present study. Since most patients overcome their fear of flying, self-reported implication has not been the focus of much research. Nevertheless, beyond the clinical domain, it seems to be worth investigating how implication and psychophysiological regulation might be related. Unfortunately, to date, a theoretical model within which the possible relations between these variables (self-implication and psychophysiological regulation) could be investigated was not available. A possible explanation for this could be the vagueness of the concept of self-implication. Recently, the neurovisceral model of emotion regulation and dysregulation has been presented by Thayer and Lane (2000). This model predicts the existence of a significant relation between attentional control and autonomic flexibility. According to the model, decreases in the complex variability of the heart rate (HRV) imply decreases in autonomic flexibility, and therefore reflect a diminished ability of the organism to respond to environmental demands. Thayer and Friedman also state that (2002, p. 127) ‘‘vagally mediated HRV is associated with efficient attentional regulation and greater ability to inhibit pre-potent but inappropriate responses.’’ Thus, the inhibitory function of the parasympathetic nervous system would maintain a high level of HRV in order to guarantee the adaptability of the organism to the changing environmental demands. Evidence supporting the Thayer and Lane model’s predictions has been found in studies on Generalized Anxiety Disorder (Lyonfields, Borkovec, and Thayer, 1995), Blood Phobia (Friedman and Thayer, 1998a) Panic Disorder (Friedman and Thayer, 1998b), and Dental Phobia (Johnsen et al ., 2003). Recently, Johnsen et al . (2003) have documented the close relation between HRV and attention regulation. Using a Stroop test paradigm, they found that low-HRV participants (all participants in this study were dental phobics) showed longer reaction times than high-HRV patients to threatening words and incongruent words (the latter being the well-known Stroop effect). Longer reaction times are interpreted as the result of some lack of ability to inhibit the inappropriate response. The goal of our study was to explore the relation between HRV and attentional control presented by Thayer and Lane’s neurovisceral model. Our first hypothesis was
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that fearful flyers would show significant decreases on HRV when confronted with feared stimuli. According to the model, emerging fear would cause a loss of autonomic flexibility which should be reflected in relative HRV decreases. We sought to add to the recent findings by Johnsen et al . (2003) by examining another kind of fear (fear of flying). However, instead of using the Stroop task, we asked the participants to rate the degree of self-implication they experienced when they were presented with the feared stimuli (see the Procedure section below). Though subjective, this measure may provide meaningful information within the context of simulated exposure treatments. However, even without an exact knowledge of the relationship between self-implication and attention control, one might assume that being self-implied (engaged) in feared situations requires some kind of attentional regulation and affective information processing. Therefore, our second hypothesis was that low-HRV fearful flyers would exhibit more self-implication (less ability to control or inhibit the attention paid to the stimuli) than high-HRV fearful flyers. Self-implication and anxiety were assessed separately to find out if the former was a measure of fear. Low and non-significant correlations were expected between these variables. A control group was included in the study, but no a priori predictions were made on the relations between self-implication and HRV for this group. Since they were non-phobic, changes in their HRV were not expected during exposure to the stimuli. The degree of implication in this group was assessed with the basic goal of evaluating the ‘‘quality’’ of the stimuli.



METHOD Participants Fifteen phobic students (10 female) and 15 non-phobic students (11 female) from the University of the Balearic Islands were selected from a larger subject pool of undergraduate Psychology students (n /230, 188 female, mean age /22 years, SD /3.2). They completed the Fear of Flying Questionnaire (FFQ; Bornas, TortellaFeliu, Garcı´ a de la Banda, Fullana, and Llabre´s, 1999), the Fear of Flying Scale (FFS; Haug et al ., 1987), and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck, Rush, Shaw, and Emery, 1979). Participants were selected on the basis of the FFQ score (n /230; M / 75.8; SD /32.6). Subjects who scored higher than 1.5 standard deviations above the mean (FFQ /130) were considered phobic students (n /21). Six students in the phobic group were excluded because of missing or contaminated data in one or more experimental conditions. The fifteen non-phobic participants were selected among 30 students scoring within the interval defined as the mean plus or less one SD (43 B/ FFQ B/108). All participants in the study scored below 16 (no depression) on the BDI. The use of clinical analogue samples for these kinds of studies is well supported (Borkovec and Rachman, 1979; Friedman and Thayer, 1998a). Although phobic students had not asked for treatment, their scores on the FFQ (M/157.13, SD /18.92; see the Results section below) were close to the scores of clinical samples in previous studies (e.g., Bornas, Tortella-Feliu et al ., 2001, reported M /154.5, SD /38.34 for one group and M /159.8, SD /47.57 for the other group). However, their scores on the FFS (M/ 34.67, SD /9.48) are low compared with those of the completely avoiders (M / 59.0, SD / 7.3) reported by O¨st, Brandberg, and Alm (1997).
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Stimuli and Apparatus A sequence of the CAFFT (showing the takeoff of the plane) was slightly modified for the experiment. The length of the sequence was 70 s. Nine still pictures with their corresponding sounds (recorded in a real environment) were included. This sequence was stored as sequence PS (pictures and sounds), and two versions were edited and stored: one without sounds (P, pictures) and the other without pictures (S, sounds). In order to increase the contrast between these conditions and a ‘‘neutral’’ condition, another sequence of the same length was created using relaxing pictures (e.g., landscape) and classical music (C). All four sequences were then included in a multimedia software to allow for an easy selection by the researcher (see the Procedure section below). The presentation of the stimuli was controlled by a 500-MHz Pentium PC. Sessions were conducted in a dimly lit and sound-attenuated room. ECG was recorded in a Lead II configuration (a positive electrode on the left ankle, a negative electrode on the right wrist, and the ground electrode on the right ankle) using 10 mm Ag/AgCl electrodes. The signal was recorded on a BIOPAC 30 monitoring system, and the sample rate was set to 200 Hz. Separate recordings for each condition were stored on the hard disk of another PC. HRV was measured as the root mean of the squared successive RR differences (MSSD).



Procedure Upon arrival at the laboratory, participants were seated in a comfortable chair, and informed consent was obtained. Participants were positioned approximately 1.5 m from a 17-inch monitor, and sensors were attached for psychophysiological recording. Participants were then told that baseline recordings of the ECG would be performed, and the experimenter exited the recording room. A 5-min adaptation phase followed in which the participant listened to low-volume classical music. The ECG recordings for this phase were named and stored on the hard disk. A 70-s artefact-free ECG recording was taken from the middle part of this phase and used as the baseline (BL). Then, the experimenter entered the room and told the participant that the experiment was about to start. A brief explanation of what was going to happen through the session was given at this moment: You will see some pictures on the computer’s screen, and/or you will hear some sounds through the earphones. Sometimes, the pictures or the sounds may cause anxiety, and other times you may find them relaxing. There will be four presentations. After each presentation, I will ask you several questions regarding your feelings, your physical reactions, etc. Then, you will wait for 2 min until the next presentation.



Then, the experimenter exited the room and waited for 2 min to start the first presentation (sequence PS, P, S or C; see below). After the last sequence was presented, a 2-min recording period of ECG recording was performed. After each sequence, actual fear and self-implication were assessed using 1 /9 point scales (1 /no fear, 9 /extreme fear; 1 /no self-implication, 9/extreme self-implication). To avoid or minimize the potential confounding effect of presenting the different sequences in the same order (e.g., habituation), they were presented randomly. One hundred random combinations of numbers 1/4 were generated by a computer (each
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number corresponding to one of the four conditions). From this list, consecutive repeated combinations were excluded until there were 25 in the list. These were the combinations used with both groups (i.e., the first phobic subject and the first control followed the first order in the list, the second subjects followed the second combination in the list, and so on). In this way, changes in any of the observed measures might be attributed to the sequence itself (e.g., flight sounds without pictures). Data Analysis Repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) were computed on each measure. The number of factors and levels included in each ANOVA varied according to the hypothesis that should be tested. Specific designs are described in each subsection of the Results section. Alpha level was set to .05 and adjusted (Bonferroni) for multiple comparisons. When sphericity could not be assumed, the Greenhouse /Geisser Epsilon value is reported. Effect sizes were calculated using pooled standard deviations and corrected for bias related to small sample size (Hedges and Olkin, 1985). For correlational analyses, we used the Spearman’s rho rank correlation coefficients. All the analyses were computed using the package SPSS Inc. (1989 /2003) SPSS 12.0S for Windows† .



RESULTS Self-Reported Anxiety As expected, differences between phobic and non-phobic (control) groups were found in the FFQ, t(28) /14.75, p /.000, d / 5.24, as well as the FFS, t (23) /7.13, p/.000, d / 2.81. Means and standard deviations are reported in Table I. A two-way repeated-measures Group (phobic/control) /Condition (PS/P/S) ANOVA was computed on the anxiety scores and revealed significant main effects for Group, F (1,28) /15.51, p/.000, and Condition, F (2,56) /20.44, p/.000, as well as a significant Group /Condition interaction, F (2,56) /9.87, p /.000. The phobic subjects reported more anxiety in condition PS, t(28) /4.67, p /.000, d/1.66, and S, t (28) / 3.40, p /.002, d /1.21, but not in condition P, t(28) /1.39, p /.176, d/.49, compared with controls. The Condition main effect is carried by the phobics, F (2,27) /30.11, p / .000, who reported a higher anxiety in condition PS than in condition P, t(28) /6.76, p /.000, d/1.43, and in condition S than in condition P, t(28) /6.69, p/.002, d / 1.20. The control subjects showed no variation in reported anxiety across the three conditions, F (2,27) /1.17, p /.327. Self-Reported Implication To test if self-implication was a redundant measure of the discomfort generated by each condition PS, P, and S, a correlational analysis was performed on these variables for the phobic group (anxiety was not expected for the control group in any condition) and Spearman’s rho rank correlation coefficients (anxiety, self-implication) were calculated. None of these coefficients was statistically significant (ranx,s-imp /.269, p /.332 in condition PS, ranx,s-imp /.274, p /.323 in P, and ranx,s-imp /.380, p /.162 in S).
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TABLE I



Mean Fear and Self-Implication Ratings and HRV for the Four Conditions Phobic



Non-phobic



M



SD



M



SD



157.13 34.67



18.92 9.48



61.47 9.80



16.52 6.84



Self-reported anxiety PS P S



4.20 1.80 4.13



1.97 1.21 2.38



1.66 1.33 1.86



0.72 0.48 0.99



Self-reported implication PS P S C



6.33 5.53 6.93 6.20



1.99 2.06 2.02 2.04



7.07 6.27 6.73 7.00



1.87 1.75 1.03 1.41



41.48 46.19 39.17 44.47



17.49 23.21 17.75 16.24



43.55 42.60 41.79 43.94



21.74 15.80 16.24 20.62



FFQ FFS



HRV (MSSD) PS P S C



Notes . FFQ: Fear of Flying Questionnaire; FFS: Fear of Flying Scale; PS: pictures and sounds; P: pictures; S: sounds; C: control; HRV: heart-rate variability; MSSD: root mean of squared successive differences.



A two-way repeated-measures Group (phobic/control)/Condition (PS/P/S/C) ANOVA was computed on the self-implication scores, and revealed a significant main effect for Condition, F (3,84) /5.79, p /.001. The Group and the Group / Condition interaction effects were not significant, F (1,28) /0.77, p /.386, and F (3,84) /1.91, p /.13, respectively. Subjects reported more self-implication in condition S than in condition P, t(28) /3.34, p /.04, d /0.52. Heart-Rate Variability A two-way repeated-measures Group (phobic/control)/Condition (PS/P/S/C/BL) ANOVA was computed on HRV, and none of the main effects was significant: Condition, F (4,112) /0.757, p /.556, Group, F (1,28) /0.021, p/.885, Group / Condition, F (4,112) /0.885, p/.476. Self-Implication and HRV The non-phobic group and the phobic group were divided into low-HRV and highHRV participants (based on the median split of MSSD during condition S) following a procedure similar to that recently used by Hansen, Johnsen, and Thayer (2003); means and standard deviations are reported in Table II. A three-way repeated-measures Group (phobic/control) /HRV level (high/low) /Condition (PS/P/S/C) ANOVA was computed on the self-implication scores, and revealed a significant main effect for Condition, F (3,78) /5.53, p /.002, as well as a significant Group /HRV level interaction, F (1,26) /6.24, p /.019. In condition S, the Bonferroni-adjusted pair comparisons revealed that low-HRV phobics reported higher self-implication compared with high-HRV phobics, t (13) /5.25, p /.000, d /2.27, and low-HRV controls, t(13) /3.55, p/.000, d/2.33. High-HRV controls reported a higher self-implication
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TABLE II Mean Self-Implication Ratings as a Function of Low Versus High HRV at Condition S (Sounds) High HRV



Low HRV



Phobic Non-phobic



n



M



SD



n



M



SD



8 7



8.37 6.28



0.52 1.11



7 8



5.28 7.17



1.8 0.83



Note . HRV: heart-rate variability.



compared with high-HRV phobics in condition S, t(13) /3.13, p /.019, d /1.31. Significant differences between groups were not found in any of the other conditions.



DISCUSSION According to Thayer and Lane’s dynamical systems model of emotion regulation, autonomic inflexibility is one of the most relevant characteristics of anxiety, and changes in HRV are considered to be appropriate estimators of changes in flexibility. Therefore, if emerging anxiety makes a system more rigid, a significant decrease of the HRV should be expected in phobic people when confronted with feared situations. Our results, however, do not confirm this prediction. According to self-reported anxiety, conditions PS and S were the feared conditions in this study (thus confirming what participants in previous studies reported, i.e., the flight-related sounds evoked more fear than the pictures), but the phobics HRV during these conditions was not significantly lower than during baseline. Johnsen et al . (2003) found that the expected HRV decreases, but subjects in that study were true dental phobics, and the study was carried out in a dental clinic. Therefore, the lesser severity of the fear of the participants in our study, as well as the simulated exposure we used, might account for the different results of our study. As mentioned in the introductory section, previous patients treated with the CAFFT usually reported that sounds helped them to make more vivid the exposure sequences of the program. In this study, self-implication reported by the whole sample was found to be higher in condition S than in condition P, thus confirming the subjective feelings of those patients. Thayer and Lane’s model also predicts a positive relation between autonomic inflexibility and poor attentional regulation, and the main goal of the study was to explore this relation. Simulated exposure treatments for flight phobia require what we call client’s self-implication. It could be argued that self-implication refers to the emotional aspects of anxiety more than to the anxiety attentional or cognitive components. If this was the case, self-implication ratings should be strongly correlated with anxiety ratings, and the former could not be taken as a measure of attentional effort/regulation. However, in our sample, the correlations between self-implication and anxiety ratings were not significant for any condition. Further, while phobics and non-phobics showed big differences on anxiety ratings when they were exposed to flight-related sounds (with and without pictures), both groups had equivalent degrees of self-implication in all conditions, including condition C. Therefore, self-implication
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does not seem to be closely related to the emotional aspects of fear. Instead, selfimplication may reflect attention regulation in front of the feared situations. Based on this assumption, we found that higher levels of self-implication were associated with low-HRV phobics in condition S (high-HRV phobics reported significantly lower self-implication in this condition). Looking at the whole group of phobic participants, one can assume that all of them intended to cognitively avoid the feared sounds, but only those with a sufficient level of flexibility succeeded. The less flexible participants (as reflected on their diminished HRV) were not able to cognitively avoid the sounds and reported the highest levels of self-implication. Low-HRV fearful flyers would show what Johnsen et al . (2003) called an ‘‘attentional bias’’ that could be caused by a lack of ability to modulate attentional processes. From a clinical, applied point of view, these results emphasize the need to distinguish between high- and low-HRV fearful flyers in order to make a better use of the simulated exposure treatments. As far as self-implication during such treatments is crucial, specific recommendations should be made for high HRV phobics since they can cognitively avoid the stimuli, thus preventing the occurrence of the habituation (desensitization) therapeutic process. However, the inability of low HRV fearful flyers to modulate attentional resources ‘‘may serve to perpetuate avoidance of treatment in this population’’ (Johnsen et al ., 2003, p. 84). Finally, several limitations of the study should be pointed out. The first one concerns the concept of implication itself. We have assumed that implication and attention are somehow interrelated. However, there is a gap between basic and applied (clinical) research, which makes it difficult to specify the relations between these concepts as well as between the underlying processes. While self-implication is a useful clinical concept, it is too vague to be found in the literature on attention processes. However, these processes (e.g., selective attention, sustained attention) are the focus of basic research, and findings at this level do not always have clear applied repercussions. As a plausible way to fill this gap, standard procedures for the evaluation of attentional processes (e.g., continuous performance tests) should be used in addition to self-implication ratings in future studies on the topic. Another limitation of the study was the size of the sample (e.g., correlations between anxiety and self-implication did not attain statistical significance, and this could be due to the sample size and to a restricted variance of anxiety scores in the phobic group). When the groups were divided into low- and high-HRV subgroups, we had only seven or eight participants in each cell. Therefore, future studies should replicate these results in larger samples. Participants in the study were not flight phobics but fearful flyers (as reflected in their FFS scores), and this may be seen as another limitation. Although analogue research has been conducted in similar studies (e.g., Friedman and Thayer, 1998a), caution is necessary when looking at the clinical value of the results of the study (e.g., the same pattern of association between HRV and self-implication should be found in flight phobics). Future clinical studies on simulated exposure treatments for flight phobia had to provide the most important knowledge on the outcome predictive value of HRV. This study is but one step towards this goal.
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